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Detailed statistics of all resources that are being used at startup.The GUI shows you: * Detailed statistics about the driver and driver modules, such as the total number of read and written I/Os. * Read and written disk usage. * Detailed information about the Win32 subsystem. * A graphical representation of the boot to the Win32 subsystem and to Login Manager. * An image
representation of the used drivers. * A graphical representation of the used applications. * A graphical representation of the used registry paths. * A graphical representation of the used CPU and memory resources. * CPU, memory and disk usage for the boot to your user session. * The total duration of the user session initialization process. * User and kernel mode CPU and
memory usage. * The total duration of all interruptions and context switches. * The total time of the boot to the session manager. * Summary of the boot time. * History of your system boot. * Useful information about the selected driver and driver modules. * Various summaries for particular boot services, such as the boot to the session manager, the boot to the shell, the
boot to the Windows Explorer, the boot to the Win32 subsystem, the startup of user applications, the startup of drivers, the startup of the user session and the startup of the Win32 subsystem. * History of the selected driver and driver module. * Printing and saving detailed statistics to file. * Customizing the Quick Access toolbar. * Copying details to the clipboard. *
Automatic re-login to show details. * Time to show details on next boot. * Ability to lock the program from the main window and start it from the tray. * Ability to change the display language from the main window. * Ability to set up e-mail notifications. * Ability to set an image as a quick access button. * Ability to display a progress bar. * Ability to display a menu with
different set of options. * Ability to display the program icon in the taskbar or desktop. * Ability to prevent taskbar or desktop appearance. * Ability to specify the date and time of the next boot. * Ability to edit the password of the program. * Ability to choose the target drive and folder of the analysis. * Ability to select and delete the log file. * Ability to view the program
icon in the taskbar or desktop. * Ability
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WinBootInfo is a boot log analyzer that monitors the system during the Windows boot, creating a graphical display of various boot information. The boot process is divided into a number of stages, which can be viewed separately in a tree structure with which you can navigate through the boot process, finding out the details of the most important subsystems of Windows. You
can set a number of thresholds, so that when one of them is met, the corresponding stage is started. The most interesting threshold to set is "Total time", which enables you to measure the total time, i.e. the total duration of the complete boot process. Once you select the "Statistics" tab, you can view each of the previously described boot stages, along with their boot to session
manager, Win32 subsystem, login manager and user session initialization, read and written I/O data. Statistics focus on total time, loaded processes, drivers, binary images, unique binaries, read and written I/O data, context switches and interruptions. On the "Other" tab, you can find out the CPU idle time, as well as the time spent in user and kernel mode, including the total
interruptions and context switches. The "Print to File" and "Copy to Clipboard" options are there, along with the "Clear Log History" and "Customize Quick Access Toolbar" options, which is essential for making the program more efficient. Last but not least, on the "Options" tab, you can specify the system default drive, specify what components should be displayed on the
application's GUI or disable statistics for some systems. CHIPSWICH is a software that allows you to install system or user drivers by a unique registry-based technology. It's a driver-installer, capable of searching and finding the correct drivers to the current hardware configuration and installing them automatically. What's new in this version: * Small changes. CHIPSWICH
Overview: You can install a single driver or a collection of drivers in a matter of seconds. The system is fully self-consistent and maintains a registry where all the drivers and updates are stored. CHIPSWICH is a software that allows you to install system or user drivers by a unique registry-based technology. It's a driver-installer, capable of searching and finding the correct
drivers to the current hardware configuration and installing them automatically. What's new in this version: * Small changes. CH 81e310abbf
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WinBootInfo allows you to keep an eye on your computer's startup services. It can be useful to identify problematic services and try to eliminate those that slow down the system. We advise using this application on the days you need to do your Windows startup maintenance. This program's power lies in the visualization of the startup activity. You will be able to trace the
execution history of each process on your computer, whether the process was already present on the system or not and how many times it started. There are many tools available to perform startup tasks, such as System Configuration utility, Windows Pre-installation Tool, Windows Automated Installation Kit and, of course, Windows Update. However, WinBootInfo is able to
do something else that other tools cannot: it helps you to find out whether a certain application or service has been started for the first time or not. Furthermore, the program's boot load viewer will show you the amount of time that Windows needed to load drivers and, if you wish, you can generate a tree of processes that will start after the computer is powered on.
WinBootInfo also provides details on the number of open files, the CPU's idle time and time spent in user and kernel mode, the number of interruptions and context switches, and the total number of I/O operations. The program has a clear user interface that allows you to control all its features easily. The author also included a feature to export boot information to a text file,
which is useful for importing it into third-party monitoring tools. This tool can be used to compare the startup times of multiple Windows boots. WinBootInfo is available in 32-bit and 64-bit versions. Edit By BSOD Windows Error Codes Most Windows operating system issues are usually caused by an incompatible third-party application that is used with the system. The
applications may or may not be loaded at boot time. One of the most common causes for the Windows blue screen errors is due to windows update problems. There are several online services that provide windows error codes that can help you fix the problem as well as manage the windows operating system, as well as third-party applications. The error code process is simple.
You just need to select one of the many services and provide them with the windows error code. The service will then use the code and provide you with the correct solutions. There are a number of websites that provide Windows error codes, such as: • Microsoft's website - www.microsoft.com
What's New In?
WinBootInfo is a highly advanced software application for monitoring the Windows startup process. It enables you to find out which programs are slowing down the Windows boot. You can view each autostart service in the boot process tree, a detailed boot load history of drivers and applications, along with a graphical representation showing the evolution and peaks of CPU
and disk utilization. Statistics focus on the total boot time, loaded processes, drivers, binary images and unique binaries, read and written I/O data, along with the boot to Session Manager, the Win32 subsystem, Login Manager, user session initialization and to Windows Explorer. Furthermore, you can find out the CPU idle time and time spent in user and kernel mode,
together with the total interruptions and context switches. Log details can be printed or saved to file for further evaluation. Plus, you can copy any piece of information to the Clipboard, as well as clear log history and customize the quick access toolbar. As we have previously mentioned, a new system restart is required to measure the boot performance once again.
Unfortunately, the program does not integrate tools for comparing statistics between multiple boot performance sessions. WinBootInfo is very low-demanding concerning the CPU and system memory, has a good response time and works smoothly, without hanging, crashing or showing error notifications; we haven't encountered any issues throughout our evaluation. All in all,
WinBootInfo comes up with an effective solution to monitoring Windows boot details, thanks to its advanced features. Info: Publisher: Windows Library of Doom License: Freeware License Agreement: This is free software. There is no warranty and no trial. This means it is not guaranteed to work on any given computer. Use it at your own risk. This package comes with NO
WARRANTY. Use it at your own risk. You must obtain the software directly from the author, with the following link: Do not redistribute this software. Content rating: Everyone Share WinBootInfo is an advanced software application designed for analyzing the system activity at startup. You can use it to find out which programs are slowing down the Windows boot. It
primarily addresses users with some background in such apps. In order for WinBootInfo to work properly, you must restart the computer every time you want to get an update on the startup details, as well as run the application with administrative rights. The GUI is modern and professional-looking. You can view each autostart service in the boot process tree, a detailed boot
load history of drivers and applications, along with a graphical representation showing the evolution and peaks of CPU and disk utilization. Statistics focus on the total boot time, loaded processes, drivers, binary images and unique binaries, read and written I/O data, along with the boot to Session Manager, the Win
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System Requirements For WinBootInfo:
1.4 GHz Dual Core CPU (Intel i3, Intel i5, Intel i7) 1GB RAM 300 MB Available Disk Space 1024x768 Resolution Radeon HD or Nvidia Geforce Minimum: OS: Windows 7, Windows 8, Windows 8.1, Windows 10 Processor: 1.4 GHz Dual Core CPU RAM: 1GB Hard Disk: 300MB Recommended:
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